HOW   ODD   OF   GOD
Body culture. A strict young lady imparts instruction in the
new crawling-gymnastics.
And so on, through the whole alphabet of procuration.
What journalism is this? Is this 'being cleverer than we are3?
Of course you can make money like that, by publishing advertise-
ments that other newspapers will not accept, but are you a better
publisher, a better newspaper man for it? Or a less scrupulous
one?
In Vienna, in 1937, it was even possible to read in one of these
newspapers an advertisement for a virgin, the price offered being
a holiday by the sea. The advertisement read:
Young man seeks the acquaintance, as the first friend
[Freund, in this sense, means accepted lover] of her life of an
^attractive young girl, for a holiday in Italy together. He will
pay all expenses. Three weeks in fairyland! Afterwards,
loving friendship.
The only comment which this advertisement aroused, in the
Vienna of that time, was a mild reproof, 'This is really going a
bit far', from the Catholic Reichspost.
In the Berlin of yesteryear most of the theatres were Jewish-
owned or Jewish-leased, most of the leading film and stage
actors were Jews, the plays performed were often by German,
Austrian or Hungarian Jews and were staged by Jewish pro-
ducers, applauded by Jewish dramatic critics in Jewish news-
papers.
Was superior talent the explanation for this Jewish pre-
dominance? In my view, it was not. It was due to Protektion, a
word that opens every Jewish door between Hamburg and
Constanza.
This is the system. You are a Jew, you encounter another Jew.
He does you a small service or you do him one, usually something a
little irregular by strict standards. On that basis an enormous
superstructure of Protektion, of ramificatory and interlocking
acquaintanceships and recommendations, is built up which reaches
across all frontiers and unites the whole Jewish world,
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